
Cleaning cloths for glasses

Kyoto-style lacquerware

Takashimaya Kyoto Store, 5F Kimono FloorFor purchase at

URL: https://soo-kyoto-soo.amebaownd.com

Kyoto yuzen is a kimono dyeing technique developed in Kyoto since the 17th 
century. Handcrafted one by one, "Ofuki" cleaning cloths for glasses are made with 
the same material as a kimono and dyed with the same method. The cloth is soft, 
fits comfortably in your hand, and convenient. The cute packaging is sure to be 
appreciated by those receiving one as a gift.

Authentic Kyoto yuzen cloths that are perfect as gifts with vivid 
colors and designs typical of Kyoto.

SOO -ソマル-

SOO -somaru-

あすか六字堂 Kyoto style prayer beads

There is a wide variety of nenju beads and bracelet nenju beads for each of the 
Buddhist sects. The bracelet nenju can be worn like a regular bracelet and still 
act as a protective charm against evil spirits and be used to pray for having your 
wishes fulfilled. Made with natural stone (healing crystal) that are said to give 
the wearer a mysterious strength, they are very popular with foreign tourists.

Founded in 1888, Asuka Rokujido makes and sells Kyo-nenju 
(Kyoto style prayer beads) and juzu prayer beads using carefully 
selected materials and the finest techniques by skilled craftsmen.

Opposite Nishi Hongwanji Temple’s main gate, 
Horikawa-dori, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市下京区堀川通西本願寺正門前

TEL: 075-343-0338
OPEN: 10:00 to 17:30 (No regular holidays)
5 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.asuka6.co.jp/

京漆器 象彦

Zohiko has continued the tradition of beautiful Kyoto lacquerware 
coated with urushi lacquer and decorated with maki-e work for over 
350 years. While such works are treated as luxury items, they can still 
function excellently as everyday tableware. Tsubomi (flower-bud) 
cups, for tea or soup, are made of wood and lightweight. Many other 
kinds of goods are available.

Established in 1661, Zohiko is one of Japan's leading 
urushi lacquerware shops.

Kyoto Teramachi Main Shop:
719-1 Yohojimae-cho, Teramachi-dori, Nijo-agaru 
Nishigawa, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

京都寺町本店：
京都市中京区寺町通二条上ル西側要法寺前町719-1

TEL: 075-229-6625  OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00  No regular holidays
15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: https://www.zohiko.co.jp/en/ Google MAP
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Tsubomi
(flower bud) cups,

¥6,000 each

Women’s
Kyo-nenju

prayer beads,
mixed quartz,

¥20,000
(excl. tax)

Google MAP

Zohiko

Asuka Rokujido

MAP❼

 “Ofuki” 
cleaning cloth

for glasses,
¥1,500 each 

(excl. tax).

TEL: 075-221-8811
OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00

Shijo Kawaramachi
52 Nishiiru Shincho, Shijo-dori Kawaramachi, 
Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

Google MAP
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